
 
 

 

SKULL DICE and FANG DICE 
Assembly Instructions: Fold down the blank tabs and then fold down 
between all six sides. We’ll be gluing the tabs to the BACK of the sides. 
Begin by connecting Side 1 to Side 3 and Side 4.  Next connect Side 6 to 
Side 3 and Side 4. Then connect Side 5 to Side 4 (being careful not to 
collapse the cube). And that’s it! Make a second one and you’ll have 
a pair of VERY unique dice. Happy gaming from RavensBlight! 
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SPIDER DICE, MOON DICE, and EYEBALL DICE 
Assembly Instructions: Fold down the blank tabs and then fold down 
between all six sides. We’ll be gluing the tabs to the BACK of the sides. 
Begin by connecting Side 1 to Side 3 and Side 4.  Next connect Side 6 to 
Side 3 and Side 4. Then connect Side 5 to Side 4 (being careful not to 
collapse the cube). And that’s it! Make a second one and you’ll have 
a pair of VERY unique dice. Happy gaming from RavensBlight.com! 

 
 



 

 
DICE BOX Assembly Instructions:  
(Note: The black panels will form the inside of the box.) Start by folding the four blank red tabs DOWN. Next fold the four 

red outer panels DOWN and then fold the four black inner panels UP. Glue the two large red outer panels to the back of 

the large black inner panels they’re connected to. Now glue the four red tabs to the back of the two small black inner 

panels. Then fold down the two small red outer panels and glue them over the tabs. You now have a tray that will hold the 

six sets of dice. Add the lid and enjoy! 
 

 

 

 



 

 
 

DICE BOX LID Assembly Instructions:  
Begin by folding the four blank red tabs DOWN. Next fold the four black panels DOWN and then fold the four 

red panels DOWN. Glue the two large black panels to the back of the large red panels they’re connected to. Now 

glue the four red tabs to the back of the two small red panels. Then fold down the two small black panels and 

glue them over the tabs. Finish the lid by carefully cutting away the blue areas on either side (this will leave a 

notch so you can hold the box when removing the lid). 

Add the lid to your dice box and you’ll have a handy little container for your dice. 
 


